Crissy and Velvet Panty Pattern

1. Use a pair of panties that you have in your collection as a construction reference.

2. Cut away the purple from around the panty pattern. Note on the above "reference" picture that the right edge of the pattern is to be placed on the fold line of your fabric.

3. Choose a nice plain cotton woven fabric in the color of your choice for these panties.

4. Pin the pattern to the fold line of your fabric and cut out one piece.

5. Using 1/8" elastic, cut a piece the size of Crissy or Velvet's waist measurement minus 1 ¼ inch.

6. Machine stitch elastic to the top-most edge of the panty, stretching and stitching the elastic as close to the edge as possible. As you stretch it, you should make it fit the top of the panty. This may take practice. NOTE: You are to apply the elastic to the outside edge of the panty.

7. Now overlock the top-most edge of the panty with your serger over the top of the elastic on the outside edge, or if your sewing machine has the capability, use your sewing machine.

8. Choose a very small ¼" wide coordinating lace edging. Stitch this closely to the OUTSIDE of the leg openings, stitching slowly and turning the leg openings to ease the lace into place.

9. Now sew the back seam by putting the two back edges together. Be sure that the elastic is now "inside" so that when you turn it right-side-out, the elastic is on the outside of the panty.

10. Before turning right-side-out, finger press the back seam open and then put the front and back crotch pieces together and stitch.

11. Turn right-side-out and place on the doll.